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Chapter 541: Are you done yet? 

 

Could this sort of thing… really have happened? 

No no no, it’s impossible! This didn’t make sense! 

Little Phoenix shook his head furiously, believing that he must have seen wrongly or there must be a 

mistake somewhere! 

However, fact had proven itself once again that he was just too young and innocent! 

Huang Yueli’s fair and slender fingers gently picked up the second fifth grade magical beast core and 

with the movement of her fingers, she crushed yet another one to pieces! 

The energy stored within the magical beast core had once again surged outwards and drifted towards 

the position of her Dantian! 

Little Phoenix had truly become dumbfounded. 

Within such a short time… Huang Yueli had actually managed to refine all the energy from the fifth 

grade magical beast core and without taking any time off to rest and adjust, she had immediately 

started absorbing the next magical beast core! 

The process of this magical beast core was similar to the previous one. 

The only difference was the amount of time Huang Yueli had used to absorb the energy was shortened 

by a quarter of an hour. Perhaps due to the familiarity from the previous round, the speed was naturally 

heightened. 

After the refinement had completed, she held out her fingers once again to reach the third magical 

beast core. 

At this moment of time, Little Phoenix had expended all his energy to even be shocked any further. 

For Huang Yueli to be abnormal till this stage, in future no matter what happened, he would not waste 

his energy to be shocked. 

But very quickly, Little Phoenix dispelled these thoughts thoroughly! 

Because after spending a total of ten hours of refining nine pieces of fifth grade magical beast cores, 

Huang Yueli outstretched her hands and this round, she actually took…. a sixth grade magical beast core! 

“What the… this female devil is really….. really…” 

Little Phoenix held it in for some time and he was still unable to find the correct term to put into words 

because the abnormality was way beyond how he could describe this black-bellied Master of his! She 

was simply heaven-defying to the extreme! 



“Who does she think she is? How could she actually be able to do so? The energy stored in sixth grade 

magical beast core was higher in fifth grade magical beast core by ten times and above! Even if she was 

able to absorb the fifth grade magical beast cores, she might not be able to absorb the sixth grade ones! 

If something had really happened, what should we do!” 

After the sixth grade magical beast core was crushed, the energy that flowed out was indeed denser by 

several folds than before! 

That raging energy was spread throughout the little study room, as though it was about to blow the 

room up into pieces! 

It seemed like Huang Yueli’s array formation was not able to contain the energy but from the 

surroundings outside the array, the rays emitting from the array patterns were intermittently visible, 

seeming to be and not to be. 

However, even such a powerful energy had to bow down in front of Huang Yueli! 

This energy, under her oppression, had lined itself up into a queue and absorbed into her. 

There were a total of four pieces of sixth grade magical beast cores. 

Every single time she crushed one piece, Little Phoenix’s brow would subconsciously waver and his heart 

would suffer another bout of worrying and shock! 

What was the limit of the female devil? Her innate skill should had long surpassed the real Flame Spirit 

Physique? How much more energy… could she absorb? 

But was this really possible? If she was to continue, would it really be alright? 

Little Phoenix’s heart was pounding hard and it was till the last magical beast core being totally 

absorbed before he could finally put down the big stone that was weighing on his heart. 

Finally… finally it had all finished….. and it’s great that nothing had happened….. 

But at this moment, Huang Yueli opened the last box that was placed beside the bathtub. 

When this box was just opened, it emitted a light red radiance and turned the entire four walls of the 

study room into a tinge of red hue. 

Chapter 542: Female Devil, don’t! 

 

Little Phoenix’s eyes almost falling out and his face was frighteningly pale! 

“What the… she’s playing for real. Is this the legendary s….s….seventh grade magical beast core???” 

If it was said that Huang Yueli could absorb five sixth grade magical beast cores, it was still within Little 

Phoenix’s acceptable range. But now that she was preparing to absorb the seventh grade magical beast 

core, even Little Phoenix was unable to maintain his composure of the current situation. 

The reason was the intrinsic quality of magical beast core of seventh grade and above were totally 

different from sixth grade and below. 



Seventh grade magical beast cores were basically the offspring of divine beasts and ordinary magical 

beasts. The offspring had inherited some divine beast blood so their magical beast core base was 

essentially of a different grade from sixth grade magical beast core! 

The energy contained were strong and more aggressive and…. the danger increased a hundred fold! 

A first degree realm practitioner aiming to absorb a seventh grade magical beast core? This itself was 

not just seeking death but aiming for the spirit to be dispersed and the soul to be shattered to bits! 

“Female Devil, don’t. You cannot be rash, don’t be rash!” 

Little Phoenix couldn’t bear it any further and immediately rushed forward in an attempt to stop her! 

It wasn’t easy to find a master like Huang Yueli so he really couldn’t bear to see her toying around with 

her life like that! 

After all, her innate skill was powerful and she knew how to roast chicken drumstick. Putting aside her 

vile character, she had no other shortcomings, and was passable as his Master….. 

But he was still one step too late. 

Huang Yueli’s actions was very quick, once her fingers felt the magical beast more, she had instantly 

crushed the magical beast core without any hesitation! 

The intense impact of the explosive energy from the seventh grade beast core almost blasted Little 

Phoenix out, heavily smashing him against the ceiling of the study room. On the wall were several cracks 

which formed when his tiny body had smashed against! 

At the same time the water in the bathtub had turned into red smoke, encompassing the entire room! 

The vapor rose and every single level of smog were boiling and still burning! 

Huang Yueli’s sight congealed, attempting to gather the energy of the seventh grade magical beast core. 

But this round, even she felt that she had some difficulty in doing so. 

Seventh grade magical beast core’s energy was extremely powerful and it was full of impact, totally not 

heeding to her commands but trying to desperately escape from her clutches and disperse outwards! 

She bit the tip of her tongue and spat out a mouthful of blood towards the direction of the scattered 

pieces of the magical beast core! 

The energy in the air seemed to pause for that one instance and following that, she used all of her 

power and finally managed to coacervate the energy! 

Although it was harder to coagulate the seventh grade energy as compared to the fifth and sixth grade 

magical beast cores and her absorption speed was much slower, but she was still able to succeed in 

collecting all the energy without a single trace….. of dispersion out of the array! 

However, the energy of the seventh grade magical beast core was too strong and although Huang Yueli 

managed to preserve all the energy but in order to refine it, it was still a difficult task to complete. 

This round, there wasn’t that insane speed like before. 



For an entire three days and three nights, she sat quietly in the study room and refined the fire 

attributed Profound Energy within her body, not stopping even for a moment. 

….. 

Outside the study room. 

The guards and maids within the residence, took turns dutifully to stand guard outside the little 

courtyard which Huang Yueli had shut herself into closed door cultivation. 

Whereas for Mo Yi, from sunrise till dawn, he had his flexible sword in his hands and stood guard silently 

outside the courtyard entrance under a tree every single day, without a word. 

Cai Wei reminded him several times to rest. After all, Huang Yueli would probably be in closed door 

cultivation for at least half a month, so for the time being, she would not be able to leave her room. 

Chapter 543: Someone is here to wreak havoc 

 

However, Mo Yi kept Li Moying’s orders in his mind and did not dare cut some slack, fearing that 

something might happen to his future Mistress! 

To go into closed door cultivation to advance in level was not a small matter and there could be various 

sort of accidents which might happen. Even though Huang Yueli had outstanding innate skill, but he still 

could not afford to be careless. 

Three days had passed just like that. 

Early this morning, Manager Sun from Thousand Treasure Pavilion found his way to the manor and 

insisted on looking for Huang Yueli. 

Mo Yi went to meet him on behalf of Huang Yueli, “Manager Sun, Third Miss is currently in closed door 

cultivation and is not convenient to meet you. What is your purpose for this visit? Telling me will be the 

same.” 

Manager Sun had seen Mo Yi with Li Moying and knew that he must be his boss’s subordinate and Mo Yi 

was also a powerful expert. So Manager Sun was very agitated when he saw Mo Yi to the extent of 

almost kneeling down. 

“Sir Mo Yi, please help us! Our Thousand Treasure Pavilion…. have been wrecked by someone!” 

“What? What happened? Tell me slowly!” Mo Yi frowned. 

Manager Sun was on the verge of tears as he spoke with a forlorn expression on his face, “Sir Mo Yi, I 

also got to know about it some time ago that the new boss of our Thousand Treasure Pavilion was 

actually Prince Yu Wang in incognito! Before Prince Yu Wang left, he told us that he will be gifting the 

Thousand Treasure Pavilion to his fiancée, Third Miss of the Bai family, and we will be working under 

Third Miss! So that was the reason for me to come and beg Third Miss…..” 

Mo Yi replied, “Go straight to the point! Today someone went to Thousand Treasure Pavilion to wreak 

havoc?” 



Manager Sun immediately replied, “Really! Ever since the new that Prince Yu Wang is our new owner 

had been spread out, Thousand Treasure Pavilion’s business had been great daily, and there were many 

visitors from our neighbouring countries who came in fame! However when we open for business this 

morning, there was no one outside at all. When we went out to take a look, we realised that our entire 

store was surrounded by some people and they even threatened to capture all the people in our 

shop…..” 

“What?” Mo Yi asked inquiringly, “Since everyone knows that Thousand Treasure Pavilion is Master’s 

business, there would still be someone who dares to wreak havoc? In South Yue Kingdom, who would 

dare to antagonise our Master?” 

Manager Sun scowl miserably, “The person leading this is the Crown Prince! We’re not sure where he 

heard from that Boss had already left the South Yue Kingdom and he will not be back for some time. So 

the Crown Prince used the excuse that our Thousand Treasure Pavilion had cheated him of his money 

and he wants to capture all of us and put the crime on our heads, and he had also mugged all the 

valuables in our shop! With the help of the bodyguards in Thousand Treasure Pavilion, this subordinate 

risked my life to come here!” 

“There’s such a thing…looks like since Master had left, there are many hearts which have started 

wavering…..” 

“That’s right. Now, only Third Miss will be able to suppress the Crown Prince…. Sir Mo Yi, is it 

possible…..” 

Mo Yi shook his head and interrupted him. 

“Nothing must happen to Third Miss at this juncture! Since this is the case, I’ll make a trip with you!” 

“This… but the people whom the Crown Prince had brought along are the most powerful Golden Scaled 

Guard in the entire South Yue Kingdom, and it was rumoured that all of their cultivations are at least in 

the second degree realm and above! Sir Mo Yi, I know your cultivation isn’t bad but….. two fists are no 

match for hour hands!” 

Manager Sun was not a practitioner with innate talent so towards the difference in strength between 

Mo Yi and the Golden Scaled Guards, he had totally no idea at all. 

Mo Yi didn’t explain further and only replied with one sentence, “Don’t worry, I won’t embarrass 

Master.” 

He informed Cai Wei of what had happened and proceeded to lead Manager Sun to Thousand Treasure 

Pavilion. 

Cai Wei was very worried. From her view, although the Crown Prince was not as good as Prince Yu 

Wang, but he was still one of the top talents in South Yue Kingdom and the Golden Scaled Guards were 

all top experts! 

Chapter 544: Ask Bai Ruoli to come out! 

 



No matter how tough Mo Yi was, he was only a bodyguard beside Prince Yu Wang. How would he be 

able to deal with so many people? 

So ever since Mo Yi left, Cai Wei was unable to sit or stand still and she kept walking to and fro. Every 

fifteen minutes, she would look towards the main door to see if Mo Yi had returned. 

Not knowing why, her heart had a bad premonition, as if something troubling would be happening 

today. 

Time passed quickly and it was until noon when a sudden pattering sounds from hooves echoed from 

the main street outside the Valiant Martial Manor. 

A pleasant feeling swelled up in Cai Wei’s heart as she immediately rushed out to welcome the guest. 

“Brother Mo Yi is finally back! Everyone, quickly go and welcome him, remember to check if he’s 

injured!” 

The few guards responses and hurriedly rushed to the main door. 

These few days, Mo Yi had enlightened them on their cultivation and everyone were grateful and 

treated him as their Teacher. 

Cai Wei followed them to the main door. 

However, before she had reached, she heard a series of battling sounds and immediately following that, 

there were some “Bang Bang” sounds and a figure was flicked into mid-air and fell onto the ground, 

fainting away from serious injury. 

Cai Wei had a great shock and her eyes opened wide in surprise. 

Lying on the ground were…. Valiant Manor’s guards! 

Who dared to come and create havoc at the Valiant Martial Manor? And without a single word, they had 

dealt the guards with serious injuries? 

Just at this moment, someone strode into the main door. 

The person at the foremost position was a young lady, who looked to be about sixteen or seventeen 

years old. Her countenance was enchanting, figure was slender and what was most amazing was she 

had a refined temperament, effortless filled with an air of elegance. One look and you’d know she was 

someone extraordinary! 

“Where is Bai Ruoli that slut? Ask her to stand before this Princess this instance!” 

Cai Wei was dumbstruck and her heart had been twitching knowing that today there would be big 

trouble. But she could only force herself to go forward to send her greetings. 

“This… this lady, may I know who you are…..” 

“Pa” a resounding sound rang! 

Cai Wei had yet to finish her words when a slap broke her sentence. 



This slap was vicious as it made her fly from it! 

Half of Cai Wei’s face immediately swelled up like a steamed bun and she had fell over on the ground! 

By the side of the young lady was a young man who was dressed like a bodyguard as he said sternly, 

“Are you blind? Don’t you even know our Seventh Princess! Where is Bai Ruoli? Seventh Princess has 

arrived and she didn’t even come out to kneel and welcome her, what punishment should she receive!” 

“Sev….Seventh Princess?” 

Cai Wei held on to her face as she forced herself to turn and look at her. 

Seventh Princess Li Xue’er had left the South Yue Kingdom more than a year ago to the Celestial Light 

Academy to set on her learning path and had rarely shown her face in the capital, so Cai Wei did not 

recognise her. 

However, just by the monstrous bodyguards that she brought along and her imposing manner, Cai Wei 

knew that she should be the Seventh Princess! 

But why did the Seventh Princess suddenly come to the Valiant Martial Manor? And she looked like she 

was seeking revenge, obviously she was not going to be nice to her Third Miss….. 

Cai Wei didn’t speak up and the bodyguard hurried sternly, “Acting dead? Didn’t you hear what I asked? 

Where is Bai Ruoli? Ask her to come out and receive our Seventh Princess!” 

Cai Wei was both shocked and frightened, and she was trembling in fright! 

But she knew that every practitioner’s closed door cultivation period was very crucial and cannot be 

disturbed! 

At this moment, her heart was yearning for Mo Yi! 

If Mo Yi was here, at least there’d be someone powerful to drag on some time with them but since he’s 

not here now, the remaining people here were not able to resist against the people that Seventh 

Princess brought along! 

Chapter 545: First time telling a lie 

 

Why did Mo Yi have something on now and leave at this critical timing? 

A sliver of doubt flashed past Cai Wei’s mind but she didn’t have time to think deeply into it. 

Li Xue’er didn’t get a reply from her and started to feel impatient, “Alright, stop dragging on with these 

people, let’s go in directly. This Princess want to see where can that little slut Bai Ruoli hide!” 

Saying that she strode inside the manor. 

A bunch of monstrous bodyguards followed behind her and whoever guards from the Valiant Martial 

Manor stood in the way were sent flying, crashing heavily onto the ground and losing their 

consciousness. 



Just as Li Xue’er was about to enter the backyard, Cai Wei turned anxious and without caring for any 

other things, she immediately climbed up and rushed in front of Li Xue’er to stop her. 

“Sev…. Seventh Princess, pl….please wait a moment!” 

Seventh Princess gave her a sweeping glance and said, “Scram!” 

Cai Wei was frightened till she could not stand properly but due to her loyalty towards her Mistress, she 

persevered with standing in front of the Seventh Princess. But her voice hd started to tremble. 

“Seven…. Seventh Princess, you…. even if you go in now, it’s useless…. because….. because our Young 

Miss is currently not in the manor!” 

“Oh, really?” Hearing that, Seventh Princess’s eyebrow raised up, “You’d better not be thinking of lying 

to me! If I were to find out that you dared to lie to me, this Princess will definitely make your life a living 

hell!” 

Cai Wei shuddered as her back broke out in cold sweat, drenching her clothes. 

“W….Won’t dare to lie to Seventh Princess! Our young Miss met an old man this mor…. this morning and 

after that she went out in the mid-afternoon via the back door. And she refused to tell us where she’s 

going…. Till now she had yet to return. This servant is very worried and I was just preparing to go out 

and look for her…..” 

As Cai Wei was saying these, she was already weeping mountains of tears in her heart. 

Wu~wu~wu~~, Third Miss, this servant had told a lie for the very first time because of you! If Seventh 

Princess were to find out and if I were to die in the manor, you have to help collect my corpse! 

Her words were half filled with truth and half filled with lies. 

Seventh Princess started to fill with doubts. 

Thousand Treasure Pavilion had encountered trouble and she would definitely be involved in the 

matter. So naturally she knew that Manager Sun would come to the Valiant Martial Manor to seek help 

in addressing the trouble. 

Even though she didn’t see Huang Yueli at Thousand Treasure Pavilion at that time, but if she were to 

slip away from the back door, then it was possible that her men would probably not have seen it….. 

Could it be that Thousand Treasure Pavilion had gotten into trouble and when Huang Yueli heard the 

news, she escaped due to fright? 

Cai Wei lowered her head as she felt Seventh Princess’s stinging vision as her heart continued to pound 

hard. 

Just as Seventh Princess was hesitating, a sharp voice suddenly came from the entrance of the manor! 

“Seventh Princess, don’t listen to the words of the cheap servant, she must be lying to you! Third Miss is 

definitely somewhere within the manor. Second Miss had sent someone to watch all the exits of the 

manor! She didn’t leave this place at all!” 



Hearing that, Cai Wei lifted her head and immediately recognised the person who had rushed into the 

manor. 

This was the Valiant Martial Manor’s old housekeeper, and he had always been most loyal to Bai Liu 

Jing. 

When Huang Yueli came to the manor to teach them a lesson that day, this old housekeeper took 

opportunity immediately and disappeared on the first instance, and he as one of the very few who 

remained safe. 

No one would have thought that he had returned to Bai Liu Jing and sent someone to monitor the 

movements of the Valiant Martial Manor. 

When Cai Wei saw him, she knew immediately that she was going to get into trouble! 

As expected, Seventh Princess immediately came around and her brows raised in anger. 

“How dare you, you lowly servant, actually dare to lie to this Princess! Men, drag her out and flog her 

hard!” 

Chapter 546: Drag her out! 

 

Two guards immediately stood out and dragged the ashen faced Cai Wei out. 

Li Xue’er continued to add on behind her, “Don’t flog her to death! After this Princess had dealt with 

Huang Yueli that little slut, I will send them both to the dungeon!” 

Cai Wei’s eyes rolled upwards and fainted on the spot. 

Now, no one could stop her. 

Li Xue’er furiously rushed to the backyard and at the same time, she commanded the guards and 

servants who she had brought along to search everywhere. 

Very soon, her men had searched the entire manor. 

The guard leader reported, “Reporting to Seventh Princess, there are no signs of the Third Miss in the 

Manor’s rooms. But in the backyard, there seems to be an array set up in the little courtyard entrance. 

Our men attempted several times to open the door but were all repelled…..” 

Li Xue’er sneered, “Bai Ruoli is definitely hiding in there! Set up an array? Could she be in closed door 

cultivation? This is very interesting, if I were to rush in while she’s in closed door cultivation, will she 

enter the state of Qi Deviation?” 

“Yes, your subordinate also thinks so.” 

“Let’s go, this Princess will now go and whisk her out!” 

Li Xue’er brought her men and reached the boundary of the array and there, they found another 

problem. 



That was, the array that Huang Yueli had set up, she had never encountered it before so she had no way 

to break through it! 

But she had her own methods. Li Xue’er immediately gathered all the guards and surrounded the little 

courtyard, and got all of them to attack the array! 

No matter how advanced an array was, the energy level were derived from the crystals and once the 

energy had been used up, it would lose its effectiveness. 

Hence, as long as the power was strong enough, it was possible to use brute force to break apart an 

array. Even if the power was not strong enough, if they persisted unremittingly in their attacks, they 

were also able to use up the energy from the crystals. 

Li Xue’er was planning on this method. 

From what she saw, Valiant Martial Manor did not have any Array Master. So even if there was an array, 

its power shouldn’t be that strong? For those guards to attack together, she deduced that it should 

break down within a few attempts. 

However, out of her expectations, even though her guards had surrounded the array and continuously 

attacked it from day till night, they were not able to break down the array at all! 

Li Xue’er frowned and started feeling anxious, “This is too freaky! Could this array be left down from Bai 

Liu Feng? How could it be so solid! Men, go to the Crown Prince and borrow all of his Golden Scaled 

Guards. Before day breaks, I must break down this array and drag the little slut out!” 

A total of two small teams of Golden Scaled Guards were deployed and all of them surrounded the array 

that Huang Yueli set up and attacked it through the night. 

It was only at the break of dawn when the array let out a soft “humming” sound. 

Li Xue’er had persisted for the entire night and her eyes were starting to turn red. 

But she had not be willing to leave a single step. She had yet to see Huang Yueli’s doom so how could 

she give up halfway! 

The result was the array was finally showing signs of breakdown. 

She immediately jumped for joy, “Quick, quick, quick, keep up the good work! This array is going to 

break down anytime now!” 

Following that, Li Xue’er’s glance turned sinister. 

“Bai Ruoli, just you wait and see. You made me expend so much effort! When I lay my hands on you, if I 

don’t slowly torture you, it would not appease my hatred!” 

….. 

Within the array. 

The red mist in the entire room was slowly turning lighter and the scorching temperature was slowly 

descending. 



The raging energy slowly turned docile as it surrounded Huang Yueli, with her in the middle and in the 

dark room, it emitted a light red glow. 

Chapter 547: Advance! Advance further! 

 

Little Phoenix who was resting on the window sill suddenly awoke in shock, as he looked towards Huang 

Yueli’s direction with a pleasantly surprised expression. 

“Female Devil can really be more perverted, she actually…. actually managed to absorb the seven grade 

magical beast core! And what’s more, it’s done within such a short amount of time!” 

From the time that Huang Yueli had crushed the last magical beast core, it had only been a full day. 

But this speed was extremely shocking. Not only was her absorption speed fast, the minor internal 

injuries that she had incurred due to the explosive fire attributed energy was also starting to heal. 

At this moment, the water in the bathtub had already dried up. 

Huang Yueli stood up and draped a long robe over her and immediately sat cross-legged on the ground, 

She absorbed all the energy and directed it to her Dantian, flushing through all the meridians in her 

body and when all the Profound Energy exploded, it almost split open all her meridians. 

Huang Yueli clenched her teeth and persevered and after the last wave of intensive wave of Profound 

Energy died down, she broke through the bottleneck! 

She had finally…. successfully broke through to the second degree realm! 

Upon seeing that, Little Phoenix could finally rest his heart at ease. His Master should have successfully 

advanced! 

However even though she had successfully advanced, but Huang Yueli didn’t stop there. 

Her Flame Spirit Physique was like a vortex that absorbs fire attributed Profound Energy and it swept in 

all the surrounding Profound Energy and the energy consolidated within her Dantian had not stopped 

impacting her meridians. 

Huang Yueli felt that she could not stop herself and under the impact of the Profound Energy, she 

continued to advance! Advance further! 

Defensive Profound Realm first level! Second level! Third level! 

Just like the previous advancement, she easily broke through several small realms! 

The minute she broke through the Defensive Profound Realm fourth level, her process gradually started 

to slow down. 

Because at this crucial moment, a sudden change happened. 

An eerie “Hum” started to sound. 

A carved inscription array pattern outside the study room suddenly revealed itself! 



The entire room started to shake along with it! 

Little Phoenix raised his head and asked questioningly, “What happened? Is it because the energy 

emitted from the crushed magical beast core was too much, so it’s causing this array to collapse soon?” 

But before he could come out with a conclusion, another “hum” blared! 

This round, the noise was more intense than the previous, and the tremor within the room had 

increased! 

“HUM!””HUM!””HUM!” 

The tremors and noise continuously sounded, and the rays from the array pattern kept flashing and 

became weaker and weaker! 

Little Phoenix knew something was not right and quickly flew to the window sill as he looked outwards. 

At one glance, his big moe eyes grew rounder and his chubby face turned pale. 

“What the…. such a thing is really happening! Female devil, someone is attacking your array! And from 

the looks of it, your array is not going to last any longer!” 

However, there wasn’t any trace of fluster on Huang Yueli’s face. 

Truth be told, she looked exactly the same as earlier. Her eyes were tightly shut and her hands were 

folded in front of her chest, as she had on a peaceful expression while she led the Profound Energy 

within her body! 

The movement of the Profound Energy was extremely smooth and within a short while, she broke 

through another level. 

Defensive Profound Realm fourth level! 

Just as she broke though that instance, another intense tremor came through! 

Little Phoenix’s expression looked really bad, a worried and helpless face looked, from the window to 

Huang Yueli, totally not knowing what he should do! 

Chapter 548: Continuously breaking through 

 

The array collapsing was only a matter of time. Looking at the severity of the tremors, it would probably 

not last much longer. 

However, it was a crucial timing for Huang Yueli’s advancement! 

All the effort that she had put in for the past few days was all for this short amount of time now. She 

must put all her efforts at this moment to breakthrough! 

Otherwise, the excessive fire attributed Profound Energy within her body may reverse and backflow into 

her Dantian. When that happened, the only result would bound to be either severely injured or even 

worse – death! 



That was why Little Phoenix didn’t dare to make a single sound to remind her. 

Even if it was only a tiny speck of disturbance that would cause her attention to be diverted, it would 

not only cause her advancement to fail, it would also result in backlash and causing her to suffer from 

internal injury! 

As the array pattern grew weaker, Little Phoenix was burning with anxiety as he kept talking to and fro 

the window, praying inside his heart. 

Female Devil, you must put all your efforts into it. Let’s hope your array would be able to hold on a little 

longer, at least until you have successfully completed all your advancement! 

Huang Yueli kept her eyes shut as the Profound Energy within her kept swirling around. 

Defensive Profound Realm fifth level! 

In between the rumbles and tremors, she had advanced to another level! 

In actual fact, she wasn’t totally unaware of what was happening on the outside. On the contrary, she 

was brimming full of Profound Energy, her soul trace powered up along with the brimming energy 

within her hence it became much sharper and powerful than usual! 

Hence, from the first time the array was being attacked, she had already felt it. 

However, the attack power was initially minutely small, which wouldn’t pose any damage to the array so 

she didn’t bother to pay any attention to it. 

But a few hours later, the attack power suddenly grew stronger, and it caused a substantial loss of 

energy to the array. 

But Huang Yueli had already entered the critical timing for her advancement hence she could not stop 

the process at all. No matter what happened, she must complete the advancement first! 

Huang Yueli was an experienced practitioner and knew perfectly well that the current situation she was 

facing. Instead of being anxious, she was even calmer than usual. 

Since she was unable to change anything now, then her only choice would be to gather all the energy 

and try her best to speed up the advancement process! 

Unnecessary feelings such as anxiety or uneasiness would only cause her heart to be disturbed and 

affect her advancement speed, which…. would be the fatal blow! 

Her heart was as tranquil as water. 

No matter how powerful the brute force was on the outside, she sat quietly without looking sideways 

and silently collected her thoughts to enter a self-transcending state. 

Very quickly, she broke through again! 

Defensive Profound Realm six level! 

Defensive Profound Realm seven level! 



The cultivation level of Huang Yueli at the current moment had impressively surpassed the Crown 

Prince’s peak! 

When Little Phoenix saw this, he was dazzled. 

If that arrogant and despotic Bai Ruo Qi found out that the number one genius, Crown Prince of the 

South Yue Kingdom, whom she longed to be married to, that his cultivation level was even lower that 

the trash that she had always looked down on, what would she think? 

As for the narcissistic Crown Prince, who had wanted to take in his Mistress as a concubine, he should 

just see his own reflection in his own puddle of piss to see which stalk of scallion or garlic he was! At his 

age, his cultivation could not even be compared to his fourteen year old Mistress! 

What’s more, although Huang Yueli’s advancement speed had somewhat lessened, but without a doubt, 

she was still continuing on the advancement. 

Defensive Profound Realm eight level! 

At the same moment when she broke through, a huge boom echoed from the outside of the array! 

All the array patterns lit up at the same time and almost immediately, it vanished! 

The array…. had collapsed! 

Chapter 549: Sprayed directly onto her face! 

 

Following the collapse of the array, raucous noise spread out from the surroundings. 

A large group of people rushed into the little courtyard. 

Little Phoenix knew that if a little child like himself were to appear now, it would seem extremely weird 

and hurriedly turned back into a little bird as he flew upwards and hid in a hurry. Besides that he also 

made the little vulture hide behind a flower pot. 

Seventh Princess led her men and strode into Huang Yueli’s courtyard, directly entering the study room. 

Just as she just reached the entrance, she felt a scorching breath blowing against her face. 

It was obvious that that the person inside was indeed cultivating behind closed doors and most probably 

had already reached an extremely crucial moment! 

On seeing this, Seventh Princess was both glad and envious. 

Glad because she felt that she had come at the right timing, which was such a coincidence! If the little 

slut was currently in the crucial moment of advancement and she taught her a lesson at this point, 

Huang Yueli would probably turn into trash! This was really timely help from Heavens! 

Envious was because Huang Yueli’s innate gift was really too great! She could actually advance again 

after such a short amount of time? Crown Prince had mentioned that she was already at Qi Profound 

Realm nine level. Then this round’s advancement, was it to breakthrough to the Defensive Profound 

Realm? 



At such a young age, and she was already a second stage practitioner?? 

Even at Celestial Light Academy, the number one Academy in the South Sky Region where she was 

currently studying, there weren’t many such prodigies! 

Unfortunately, no matter how much of a genius this lass was, it was useless because she had fallen into 

her clutches today, consider it as her bad luck. Anyway in future, there wouldn’t be a genius like her 

anymore! 

Furthermore, it will save her efforts. If the Seventh Princess was to personally deal with her, she would 

only dare to fix her up and not dared to kill her, just because if her Second Royal Brother had not casted 

Huang Yueli aside, there was a chance that he may come back for revenge. 

The situation now was good because if Huang Yueli was crippled or even leading to death because her 

advancement was being interrupted, this would not be considered as a direct hit from her. So in future if 

she wanted to deny, there would always be a way to do so! 

As Seventh Princess thought of this, she was extremely pleased as she walked in. 

“Bai Ruoli, what big guts you have, seeing this Princess’s arrival, you still dare to continue to cultivate? 

Aren’t you going to quickly come and greet me?” 

Huang Yueli knew she was nearby but she didn’t make a single move. 

Just a bit more, she just needed a bit more time and she would be able to breakthrough to the Defensive 

Profound Realm nine level! 

Seventh Princess saw that she didn’t show any response and couldn’t help but gave a chilling snigger. 

“Looks like, you’re intentionally ignoring this Princess! Just a Valiant Martial Manor’s Miss, you dare to 

ignore this Princess, how should you be punished? Men, take her down now!” 

Li Xue’er knew she was at the crucial moment of breakthrough and wasn’t able to talk. However Li 

Xue’er knew from the start that she would not be able to say a single word and was just trying to pin a 

crime on her. 

As her hand waved, the two guards behind her immediately responded and prepared to walk over to 

capture their prey. 

Li Xue’er’s face showed a gleeful smile as she waited to see the pathetic expression on Huang Yueli’s 

face. 

Who knew, the guards had only took two steps before they gave out a “Ai ya””Ai ya” sound and 

following that, they sprawled onto the ground. 

“What happened?” Li Xue’er frowned and turned around displeased. 

However, just at the moment when she had turned her head, she caught sight of a bundle of fire ray 

flash past! 

Following that was a fit of acute pain! 



“Ah~~~! So hot! So painful! What was that? What exactly was that??” 

Li Xue’er covered her face with her hands and screeched out loudly, squatting down! 

Little Phoenix ducked his head and hid back onto the top of the window ledge. 

He had wanted to stop the Seventh Princess earlier when he realised something was amiss and in 

desperation, he breathed out a bundle of true Phoenix Flames and it sprayed directly onto Li Xue’er’s 

face! 

Chapter 550: Goner, she’s a goner 

 

True Phoenix Flames was not any ordinary flame. Li Xue’er screeched as she used her clothes to 

extinguish the flame but was not able to make it go out. 

All the guards could not be bothered with Huang Yueli and had all crowded around in bid to extinguish 

the fire on Li Xue’er. 

It went on for quite some time before several water attributed Golden Scaled Guards worked together 

to put their Profound Skills to use, then were they able to extinguish the fire. 

By now, the skin on Li Xue’er’s face had already been burnt and the surface had been filled with pot-

holes and looked extremely dreadful! 

Li Xue’er didn’t need to use a mirror to know that she already looked terrifying, so she was even more 

enraged than before! 

She furiously shouted, “What on earth happened? What was that thing by the side? Pull it out quickly!” 

Little Phoenix used its small size to its advantage and flapping its wings, he secretly went one round and 

hid himself inside a white jade pen container. 

A bunch of guards searched the entire study room but was not able to locate it. However, they found 

the little vulture. 

Little vulture received Huang Yueli’s order and immediately rushed out. Flapping it’s wings, giving out 

whistling cries, it rushed towards the Seventh Princess’s direction! 

Little vulture itself had the strength of a third tier magical beast. The strength of its body and attack 

power was extremely huge. The only thing lacking was its parents were not by its side while it was 

growing up. So although it was still young, it did not even know the basics of the innate ability of the 

White Winged Golden Crested Vultures. 

In this way, it’s potential was not able to be displayed. 

Even so, for it to go against this bunch of second stage practitioners, it was still a big threat. 

Little vulture pecked on various people within the crowd and unexpectedly, the guards were not able to 

respond in time before they were already knocked down on their backs as several people were pecked 

on their faces as it was flowing with blood. 



However, little vulture was still a magical beast. Against a bunch of experienced practitioners, it was still 

in a disadvantageous position. 

After the chaotic situation had somewhat settled down, a group of Golden Scaled Guards made a 

simultaneous frontal and rear attack and managed to surround the little vulture. 

Little vulture threw itself to the left and the right but were subsequently blocked. Anxiety took over and 

it was chirping for help as it turned its head to find the Little Phoenix for help. 

Little Phoenix played dead in the pencil container as it sent out a telepathic message to the little vulture, 

“Zhao Cai ah, stop calling out for help. Your big brother is currently unable to save himself, so I’ve to left 

you to be my scapegoat. Take care of yourself! In future when we meet outside, let’s pretend that we 

don’t know each other!” 

Although he said that, Little Phoenix was still feeling extremely anxious. 

Little vulture had fallen into the hands of the enemy and what was worse was nothing could stop the 

Seventh Princess from interrupting Huang Yueli and she could immediately make Huang Yueli suffer 

from heavy injuries and throw up blood! 

Li Xue’er also realised this and on the burnt and swollen face, she gave out a devious smile. 

“It’s just a stinking bird! Very good. This evening, I shall shed all your feathers and make you into stewed 

vulture for Heavenly Father and Mother to enjoy!” 

“Your Highness is brilliant!” The guards immediately licked her boots. 

Li Xue’er sneered coldly as she casted her glance towards Huang Yueli. 

“Go! Capture Bai Ruoli for this Princess now! This time, there should be nothing to block your way! But 

for safety sake, all of you go together! Whoever captures her first, this Princess will reward you with a 

thousand taels!” 

Upon hearing the reward, those guards who had been covered in dirt and grime from the attacks of the 

little vulture immediately recovered their energy and as they responded positively with a “Yes”, they 

sprang towards Huang Yueli. 

Little Phoenix used its wings to cover its face as it cried mournfully in its heart. 

Goner, goner, the female devil is a goner this time! 

 


